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• Every new variety of any cultivated species before 
being accepted must pass a set of tests called 
distinctness, uniformity and stability trials (DUS tests).  

• International Union for the Protection of New 
Varieties of Plants (UPOV) internationally coordinates 
research related to DUS trials. 

• Countries, members of UPOV, are oblieged to 
perform their DUS trials according to the Guidelines for 
the Conduct of Test for Distinctness, Uniformity and 
Stability, issued by UPOV. 

• As every canditate must be distinct from every other 
known variety (variety of common knowledge) therefore 
the number of tested varieties in one trial  is often very 
large (often larger than 100). 

Introduction  



• The number of observed characteristics is dependent 
on species and is often large (for some species larger 
than 50). 

• The measured characteristics need special equipment 
and time of spezialized person to make measurements. 

• The number of measurements concerning plants or 
their parts (for every tested variety) is usually not smaller 
than 30. 

• In all species of grasses, according to the UPOV 
guidelines, the number of  measurements is equal to 60. 

• There were some optimalization efforts undertaken. 

Introduction  



• The cosideration related to DUS testing of some 
specias showed  that reduction in number of 
measurements had very limited impact on decisions 
concerning distinctness in particular on decisions after 
three years of testing. 

• The influence of reduction of number of 
measurements on distinctness decision in DUS trials on 
red fescue and perennial ryegrass varieties will be 
reported. 

Introduction  



Data 

•  The basis of the considerations are the results of five 
DUS trials performed by COBORU in years 2005-2009. 
 

•  All the trials were established at the Experimental 
Station for Cultivar Testing at Słupia Wielka. 
  

•  The trials were organized as randomized complete 
block experiments with six replicates. 
 

•  There were ten plants chosen at random from every 
plot, giving in total 60 measurements for each 
characteristic and every variety. 



Characteristics of Red Fescue (TG/67/5) 

Whole plant 

• natural height (RNWN) 

• leaf width (LSRS) 

• length of longest stem (ZDNZ) 

• upper internode lenght (ZDGM) 
 

Flag leaf 

• lenght (LFD) 

• width (LFS) 

• size (LFW) 

• shape (LFK) 
 

Inflorescence 

• lenght (KD) 

Data 



Characteristics of Perennial Ryegrass (TG/4/8) 

Whole plant 

• natural height (RNWN) 

• length of longest stem (ZDNZ) 
 

 Flag leaf 

• lenght (LFD) 

• width (LFS) 

• size (LFW) 

• shape (LFK) 
 

Inflorescence 

• lenght KD)  

• number of spikelets (KLK) 

• density (KZ) 

 

Data 



•  The analysis of variance was the main tool used for 
 statistical interpretation of results. 

•  For yearly results the adopted mixed model of observation 
 has been form: 

yijk = μ + bi +tj + ƞij + eijk 

  yijk – k-th measurement of analyzed characteristic concerning 

     j-th variety within i-th replicate (complete block) 

  μ – general mean 

  bi – the random effect of i-th complete block (replicate) 

  tj – the fixed effect of j-variety 

  eijk – the measurement error 

•  After analysis of variance all pairs of tested varieties were 
 compare using Fisher’s LSD at α = 0.05 

Methods 



• After three (sometimes after two) years of testing 
the „multi-years” analysis of series of trials is performed 
using the mixed model:  

 

yij = μ + ri +tj + (rt)ij +ēij 
 
 

 yij – i-th variety mean value obtained in j-th year 
 

 μ – the general mean 
 
 ri – the random effect of i-th year 
 
 tj – the fixed effect of j-th variety 

 (rt)ij – the random interaction effect of i-th year and j-th variety 

 ēij – the pooled  error (weighted mean of errors from single trials) 

• The significance of differences among varieties is tested 
against the mean square for interaction. 

Methods 



•  All the calculation has been performed twice with use 
   DUST package. 

•  First time all available data were used. 

•  In the next step, only randomly chosen half of data were 
involved and the same calculation was performed. 

•  For every characteristic number of cases were counted 
that pairs of varieties were declared distnct (different at 
0.05 significance level). 

•  The characteristic that distinguishes the largest number of 
pairs is declared as one possessing the highest 
discriminating power (and is ranked 1). 

•  The other characteristic that distinguishes smaller number 
of pairs than that ranked 1, but larger number than all other 
characteristics is ranked 2, and so on. 

Methods 



•  All characteristics are also ranked according to so-called 
relative discriminating power. 
 

•  The characteristic that distinguishes the largest number of 
pairs is possessing also rank 1 according to the relative 
discriminating power. 
 

•  The characteristic that distinguishes the second largest 
number of pairs but after excluding all pairs already 
distinguished by characteristic with rank 1 obtains rank 2, 
and so on. 
 

•  In that way all characteristics are ranked according to 
power of discrimination in all single, in two years series and 
three years series. 
 

•  All the calculations were performed for full dataset and for 
reduced dataset. 

 

Methods 



Results  -  Red Fescue  



Results  - Red Fescue  



• The number of not distinct pairs of varieties slightly 
increased for reduced data. 

 

• For example in year 2005 the number of indistinct pairs 
of varieties increased from 207 (for all data) to 266 (for 
reduced data). The difference is 59 pairs but it is less 
than 1,4% of total number of tested pairs. 

 

• The largest difference in number of indistinct pairs 
appeared in year 2007, it was 3,1% of total number of 
tested pairs of varieties. 

 

• The smallest difference in number of indistinct pairs 
appeared in 2008, only 0,40% of total number of pairs. 

 

 

 

Results -  Red Fescue   



Results  -  Red Fescue 



Results  -  Red Fescue 



•  Similar phenomenon is observed in two- and three-years 
series. 
 

•  In series from years 2005-2007 the number of indistinct 
pairs increased for 0,90% of total number of tested pairs. 
 

•  In series 2006-2008 and 2007-2009 the number of 
indistinct pairs was – rather unexpectedly - higher for 
3,05%  and 3,7% for full set of data than for reduced one. 
 

•  The larger differences in number of indistinct pairs were 
observed in single trials than in series of trials. 

Results  -  Red Fescue 



•  The rankings of characteristics according to their 
absolute and relative discriminating power are very similar 
for analysis with use of full and reduced set of data. 
 

•  For example in yearly analyses, both for full data set and 
for reduced data set, the highest discriminating power 
revealed characteristic KD (length of inflorescence). 
 

•  Characteristics LFK and LFW had the lowest 
discriminating power in two considered version of analysis. 

 

Results  -  Red Fescue 



Results  - Perennial Ryegrass 



Results  -  Perennial Ryegrass  



•  Similarly to red fescue, in case of perennial ryegrass, the 
number of not distinct pairs of varieties slightly increased 
for reduced data. 

 

• For example in year 2005 the number of indistinct pairs 
of varieties increased from 225 (for all data) to 270  
(for reduced data). The difference is 49 pairs but it is less 
than 1,1% of total number of tested pairs. 

 

• The largest difference in number of indistinct pairs 
appeared in year 2008, it was 2,3% of total number of 
tested pairs of varieties. 

 

• The smallest difference in number of indistinct pairs 
appeared in 2007, only 0,68% of total number of pairs. 

 

 

Results -  Perennial Ryegrass 



Results  -  Perennial Ryegrass 



Results  -  Perennial Ryegrass 



•  Similar results are observed in two- and three-years 
series. 
 

•  In series from years 2006-2008 and 2007-2009  
the number of indistinct pairs increased for 1,47%  
and 0,40% of total number of tested pairs. 
 

•  In series 2005-2008 the number of indistinct pairs was  
higher for 0,64% for full set of data than for reduced one. 
 

•  The larger differences in number of indistinct pairs were 
observed in single trials than in series of trials. 

Results  -  Perennial Ryegrass 



•  The rankings of characteristics according to their 
absolute and relative discriminating power are very similar 
for analysis with use of full and reduced set of data. 
 

•  For example in yearly analyses, both for full data set and 
for reduced data set, the highest discriminating power 
revealed characteristics RNWW (natural height) and KD 
(length of inflorescence). 
 

•  Characteristics LFD and LFK had the lowest 
discriminating power in two considered version of analysis. 
 

•  In three years series the highest discriminating power 
revealed characteristics RNWW, but the lowest 
discriminating  power had characteristics LFD and LFS in 
case of full as well as reduced dataset. 

Results  -  Perennial Ryegrass 



Performed analysis allow to conclude, that looking for 

more optimal planning of DUS trials on grasses, apart 

from methods proposed in literature (reduced the 

reference set of varieties or their cyclic planting) also 

the reduction in number of measurements should be 

seriously taken into consideration. 

 

Conclusion 



Thank you for your attention 


